
Teachers' Development programme

Demo Session of Suraasa-Mobile App
Mr. Rishabh Khanna, cognitive Research Anaryst, Les Transformations
R.D.P.S.

Conference Room

19th May, ZO17 (2 hours)

: Teachers and Incharges

: TDP- In House
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File Accession Dossier
Obiectives:

':' To orient faculty members towards the idea of continuous professional development using current
trends i.e,, mobile app platform.

r" To continually strive to update the organization's processes in accordance to its vision and
mission' (In present case- continuous and Professional development of Teachers)

* To remain updated with the current trends in the fierd of education.

!)escriotion:

'"Wfien teacfi.ers stoy [earnfutg, so do tfre students.,,
t} has been aptly quoted by Marva collins that, "The essence of teaching is to make learning contagious,tc have one idea spark another". In order instill the same spirit and attain the above mentioned
objectives' the demo session was organized. The resource person initiated the workshop by a discussion
on the trends of teaching that have evolved from the olden days till date. The need of the hour is to
possess good pedagogical skills in order to transact the curriculum and achieve its objectives in a true
manner' The resource person then highlighted the myriad features of the app that can prove to be a
good platform to nurture our teaching skills' The participants were then asked to register themselves ont',!i.}u',' The 'discussion forum' of the app enabled the teachers to involve themselves in a significant
discussion where they can share their concerns and comment on each other,s issues faced in the
classroom' The app structure comprises - pie'coq5e test followed by the step wise learning resources
that the participant has to study compulsority ln \oer to move to the next level. These learning
resources include various case-studies, different courses and edutainment videos. At the end of the
course/ the learner has to take the post assessment and share their implementation based classroom
case studies' It is a self learning based course where the participant devotes his/her twenty minutes on a
daily basis for 300 days to attain the specified hours of 100 hours of in service teacher training.
In a nutshell, the use of this app can prove to be very beneficial in updating the teaching- learning skills
of the teachers and add value to our existing process and procedure of the continuing er.oresslonal
Development (CpD) of the faculty.
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